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VSA ALPINE GLIDING COURSE
The VSA Alpine Gliding Course conducted at Mt Beauty from 8th to 14th March was a great success
this year with 27 pilots participating. 24 of these were drawn from Victoria, 1 from Queensland and 2
from NSW.
We also had a large fleet of gliders with 15 visiting in addition to 8 gliders from our own club fleet and
private fleet participating.

Alpine Gliding Course 2015 participants and hangers on.
Photo: Ian Cohn

Flying conditions were very good with the stand-out day being Thursday 12th March when following a
comprehensive meteorology lecture by David Wilson in the morning, including a detailed discussion
on convergence, most pilots were lucky enough to experience convergence conditions in the vicinity
of Mt Hotham to 10,000’ that afternoon.
Mt Beauty Gliding Club obviously has some good contacts with the weather gods when it comes to
turning on good gliding conditions.
Participants also enjoyed socialising after flying, including a sumptuous casserole dinner prepared by
the Mt Beauty Gliding Club catering sub-committee.
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Phillip Volk delivers a
lecture on mountain
flying techniques to an
attentive crowd.
Photo: Andrew Evans

Duo Discus-ZRD on final at Mt Beauty after
practising mountain soaring techniques.
Photo: Peter Deane

Arcus-GNX with Mark Bland and Trevor Hancock at
Mt Buller.
Photo: Mark Bland

Happy cooks at the Alpine Gliding
Course casserole dinner night. From
left: Ian Dealy, Mark Bland, Detlev Rueff
(official taster), and Susie Cohn
Photo: Andrew Evans
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MBGC President’s Report
It has been a very busy
March for club members
with the Alpine Gliding
Course conducted from
8th to 14th March. Major
appreciation is expressed
to organiser Ian Grant
whose
exceptional
management
ability
assured a successful
event.
Special thanks are also expressed to the many
MBGC helpers who assisted in making the
course a success. These included our CFI
Mark Bland, our catering team of Suzanne
Bland, Susie Cohn, Ian Dealy, Detlev Rueff
and Mark again, and our major contributor to
winching operations Detlev Rueff again.
Easter is just around the corner and this will be
another exceptionally busy time for the club
with a large number of visiting glider pilots and
tourists looking for Air Experience Flights.
Thanks to multi-talented Terry Knight our TOOps/ Airworthiness/Radio who has done a
power of work getting our mechanical assets
shipshape for Easter. See his column later in
this edition for details.
Assistance is requested from members for the
many important tasks during the busy Easter
operation, be it managing operations at the
launch point, especially dealing with public
enquiries and keeping accurate flight records,
winch driving, piloting Air Experience Flights (if
you are qualified to do so), assisting with
ground operations and assisting with catering
for social functions.
This is one of the most important revenue
raising opportunities for the Club each year, so
any assistance from members will be greatly
appreciated to ensure safety and maximum
enjoyment for all.
Safe flying.
ANDREW EVANS
PRESIDENT & ALPINE FLYER EDITOR

CFI Report
It’s nearly Easter again
and what a great soaring
season so far! The months
fly by, literally, and every
month I’m requested to
write something for our
great newsletter.

Did you know that the GFA web site has a
wealth of information and when looking for an
idea I quickly found this:
http://www.gfa.org.au/documents/operations1/human-factors-resources-1/352-glidingthreat-and-error-management/file
It’s about how to reduce mistakes and fly
safely and it can’t be read often enough.
Once again we have a glider at the repair
workshop and over the last month I’ve
witnessed several potential incidents from poor
decisions.
We are very lucky at Mt Beauty to generally
have good sources of lift within easy reach of
the winch and it’s not that often in summer that
we can’t get away, right?
Well with wishful thinking we may all believe
that! But the reality is that we won’t always get
away and if we don’t have a plan then we can
easily get into an awkward situation. Always
consider a thermal or some ridge lift a bonus
and don’t push the limits before committing to
a circuit and landing. Even I had two relights
the other day.
Another issue that’s been bought to my
attention recently is the use of social media to
promote our sport and great feats. If we want
to put gliding activities on YouTube etc then
we have to be extremely conscious of what
content we are showing.
It’s common for government bodies to check
these sites occasionally and if you happen to
be inadvertently doing something you
shouldn’t be then it will bring our sport into
disrepute, or more serious consequences to
an individual.
Congratulations to Andrew Evans on his
upgrade from Level 1 to Level 2 Instructor
status at an Instructor training course at
Bacchus Marsh last week.
This will provide the benefit of having an
additional Level 2 Instructor who can supervise
daily gliding operations.
Apart from having fun over Easter it’s a busy
time for the club with lots of visitors and many
more gliders so any assistance with running
the operations tent is always appreciated.
MARK BLAND - CFI

CFI Quote of the month
“Just remember, if you crash because of
weather, your funeral will be held on a sunny
day.”
Layton A. Bennett
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Terry’s maintenance report
A lot of activity this month
preparing for Easter.
Charade: Good to go
cleaned plugs etc but not
changed much - still runs
on. Real cure is a head
removal and decoke. Not
for me.
Needs to run on higher octane fuel (95) and
new BP5EY (perhaps cooler BP6EY) spark
plugs. Might help. The old ones have u/s
insulator nozzles.
In the meantime to stop the engine, a gentle
engine stall in gear after switch off, brakes on.
Also needs one long spark plug lead. I repaired
the LH one (as you face the engine from the
radiator end, but it's temporary.
Tercel: All good. Portable charger panel
connected. Battery seems good. Starter like
new.
(Non-run problem was a broken wire inside a
connector). Changed idle and run parameters a
little - may not be an improvement.

Motor Glider IS28m2-GRK departs for Queensland
Air Museum, Caloundra.
Photo: Mark Bland

Blast from the past
Members are invited to submit interesting old
photos of early gliding exploits for our new
column “Blast from the Past”.
Our featured contributor this month is Detlev
Rueff.

Flick throttle after fast start should bring idle to
manageable speed. Seems to start at a touch
each time. See how it goes. Bit hot and
bothered at the end.
Flarm: Will sort V6.01 out for our two aircraft
before Easter.
Tools: Found shifter and socket extension bar.
Little screwdriver no loss. I'll make sure I finish
my own jobs by shutting my own bonnet next
time!
Tyres: Will need pressure check before Easter.
(Remind me).

Detlev Rueff solos in a Blanik at Tocumwal circa
1977 sporting a 1970’s hairstyle,which is much
more abundant than his current style.
Photo: Manfred Rueff

TERRY KNIGHT
TO- OPS / AIRWORTHINESS / RADIO

CFI fitness program
IS28m2 - GRK Departs
MBGC Life Member and club co-founder
Manfred Rueff’s beloved IS28m2-GRK motor
glider departed for Queensland Air Museum at
Caloundra on 5th March.
Manfred sadly passed away in 2011 and his
family donated GRK to the museum after it
was grounded due to the 35 year life limit
placed on IS28 gliders by manufacturer
Brasov.
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about non-updated devices, and vice
versa. This is however only an issue
until 1 s t April 2015, when any remaining
not updated devices will cease to
operate.

Our CFI Mark Bland demonstrates his fitness by
pedalling around the airfield on his bike. Seen
here going to tow back a glider that landed short
with his bike (caption written on 1st April).
Photos: Detlev Rueff

Due to technical limitations of some
first-generation products introduced a
decade ago and still being used, the
supplier could not provide an automatic
switchover as in previous updates. They
will however make some changes to the
firmware, so future major updates will
be seamless, as part of the new update
process.

FLARM Update
The scheduled and mandator y firmware
update (Version 6) has been released.
The update is required for all FLARM compatible
designs.
This
includes
classic
FLARM,
PowerFLARM
and
FLARM manufactured by LXNAV, LX
Navigation, Garrecht / Butterfly / AIR
Avionics,
Triadis,
Ediatec,
Flytec/Bräuniger, OzFlarm and others.
To ensure that all devices can
communicate with each other until 1 s t
April it is essential that they are
updated with the new firmware Version
6 before the next flight.
The update is available now on
http://flarm.com/support/firmware updates/ at no cost. An update is also
recommended to the obstacle database
as data changes frequently.
If the update is not applied, the device
will stop operating after 31 s t March
2015 and display an error code or
message.
Because of the improvements in this
update, including Tracking Privac y,
Stealth Mode, Frequency use, and Alert
Zones (sk ydiver drop zones, RPAS
zones, etc.), this has to be a mandatory
update.
More information about these and other
changes is available in the Release
Notes,
which
are
published
in
connection with the firmware update.
Because of improvements to the radio
protocol, the new firmware is not
compatible with previous versions. This
means that FLARM, PowerFLARM and
3 r d party devices with Version 6 will not
see and/or issue collision warnings
Alpine Flyer

A FLARM fitted to the instrument panel of an
ASW19 glider

New update process
Previously, updates were required every
1-4 years according to an announced
schedule. This was however challenging
for
some
aircraft
owners
and
maintenance organisations, since there
was only a short time span in which the
update could be made.
In the future, every FLARM device
needs to be updated with the latest
firmware version at least once per year
(rolling 365 days). For devices installed
in aircraft, this has to be part of the
Aircraft Maintenance Program (AMP).
The entry in the AMP is to be made
during installation. If you have a FLARM
installation that is not previously
monitored by the AMP, an entry should
be made as soon as possible.
You will now have much more flexibility
with regards to when in the year the
device is updated. This also means
however that you may not be reminded
of any updates in the future.
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More information about the new update
process is available on www.flarm.com
under Support / Firmware updates.

The 5000 metre visibility still applies. Note that
this low-level “clear of cloud' concession” in the
VMC does not apply in Class E.

Amphibian visits Mt Beauty

Photo: Detlev Rueff

Visual Meteorological Conditions
(VMC)
Visual Meteorological Conditions in Class E and
Class G airspace
RA-Aus/HGFA/GFA/ASRA operations and noninstrument rated pilot operations may only be
conducted in VMC. The visual meteorological
conditions (minima) applicable below 10,000
feet amsl in Class E and Class G airspace, and
thus the VMC for most light aircraft operations
(take-off, en route and landing) are:

Image courtesy of CASA
MARK BLAND (From RAA journal)

Safety matters
MANAGING AEROTOW EMERGENCIES
With the availability of tugs over the Easter
break, the opportunity to practise aerotows will
be available to members as an alternative to
our usual winching operation.

 Minimum average range of visibility forward
from the cockpit - 5000 metres. (“Visibility”
means the ability to see and identify
prominent objects. A problem is that there
may not be any prominent identifiable
objects when flying over featureless areas.
Also, few people are adept at judging
distance from the cockpit.)
 Horizontal cloud clearance - 1500 metres

Here are a few safety reminders for aerotow
emergencies:

 Vertical cloud clearance - 1000 feet (i.e.
above and below)

Rope break

 If the visibility is less than 5000 metres or
cloud clearance is below the minima, then
IMC exist.

The first priority following a rope break is to
ensure that the glider speed does not fall
below 1.5Vs. Next the pilot is to decide how to
use the available height as safely as possible.

If operating in Class G airspace at or below
3000 feet amsl or 1000 feet agl, whichever is
the higher, an aircraft may operate “clear of
cloud” but remaining in sight of the ground,
provided the aircraft is equipped with a
serviceable VHF radio, the pilot has a radio
endorsement, and the pilot listens out and
transmits on the appropriate frequency.

Very low rope breaks necessitate a straight
ahead landing. Above the cut-off height for a
straight ahead landing a modified circuit may
be possible. The degree of modification will
vary: a rope break just above the cut-off height
will probably mean a 360o turn and a straight
ahead landing, or maybe two “S” turns and a
landing straight ahead, whereas a higher rope
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break will enable an almost normal ciruit to be
made.
Emergency release
Should the tug pilot require the pilot to release,
he will rock his wings. The glider pilot must
release immediately, or the tug pilot will
jettison the glider.

Power failure on take-off
Should the tug have a power failure on take-off
the glider pilot should release immediately and
keep clear of the tug.
Reference: Instructor’s Handbook, GFA
……………………………………………………..

“Airbrakes out” signal

LOW FINAL APPROACHES ON RWY 32

When a tug pilot knows or suspects that a
glider’s airbrakes or tail chute are out during a
launch, he will waggle the tug’s rudder to
advise the glider pilot to check these items.

Members are reminded to avoid low final
approaches on RWY 32 (over the lake),
particularly if there are walkers on the
embankment on the approach path.

If the tug is not in imminent danger, the tug
pilot should tow the glider to an adequate
height above the strip before giving the
“airbrakes out” signal.

Detlev and Ian’s Flight

Release failure - glider end
In the event of failure of the glider to release, it
should be flown out to the left of the tug, still in
low tow position, until acknowledgement is
obtained from the tug pilot.
Upon receipt of acknowledgement, the glider is
returned to its normal position behind the tug.
The glider is then climbed through the
slipstreram into high tow where it will be
released at the tug end when the tug pilot is
satisified that the combination is within gliding
distance of the airfield.
The glider should make a higher than normal
approach to land, to avoid the still attached
towrope fouling any obstructions.

Detlev Rueff and Ian Dealy prepare for a flight in
ASK21-GVA.
Photo: Mark Bland

In the event of failure to release, as well as
carrying out the above procedure, keep trying
to release. Futher attempts are often
successful, especially after a change of
position behind the tug.

Upcoming Events

Release failure - tug end

Aerotow launching will be available.

If both glider and tug releases fail to operate, it
will be necessary for the glider to descend with
the tug, maintaining low tow position and
keeping tension in the rope using airbrakes as
necessary.

19th April - MBGC Instructors Panel meeting

Land behind the tug using all braking
available. If overtaking the tug during landing,
steer to the side as dicated by any crosswind.

There has been a flurry of fire control activity
at Mt Beauty during March when some
controlled fuel reduction burning became
uncontrolled.

The tug pilot will assist by not using his brakes
during the landing run and allowing the glider
to brake the combination to a halt.

Alpine Flyer

3rd to 6th April - Easter flying with a visit by
Melbourne Gliding Club (formerly known as
VMFG).

26th April - MBGC Committee meeting

Bushfire in March
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These figures are unequalled, and they are all
the more impressive given that they are linked
to achievements in four different air sports,
namely Ballooning, Airships, Gliding and
General Aviation.
Among the long list of Steve Fossett’s exploits,
there is a particularly striking one whose
anniversary was celebrated on 3 March 2005,
he became the first man to fly solo around the
world, unrefuelled.
See:

A firefighting helicopter reloads with fire retardant
while a fire burns uncontrolled on Mt Bogong in the
background.
Photo: Mark Bland (from his balcony)

http://www.fai.org/fai-slider-news/39243-2005steve-fossett and
http://www.fai.org/news/39214-aviation-andspace-world-records-anniversaries-tocelebrate-in-2015
Around forty 737’s are built per month
See:
https://www.youtube.com/embed/SE71NJlnaY?autoplay=1
If you’re taking a trip soon, you'll want to
fly with this flight attendant
www.youtube.com/embed/TxNrizGdhtY?rel=0

A fire burns uncontrolled on the foothills of
Mt Bogong.
Photo: Detlev Rueff.

Gliding in the kitchen or what Mark Bland
does when he is meant to be cooking
dinner

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Y_ENSX
z2Rk

Winch Driver Tally
Winch launch tallies for the calendar year from
1st January 2015 are shown below:

A helicopter water bomber fills its water tank from
Mt Beauty pondage.
Photos: Detlev Rueff

Interesting Internet Links
Steve Fossett
From 1995 to 2007, the FAI ratified 93 of
Steve Fossett’s world record performances,
which makes him the holder of the largest
number of world records.
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Detlev Rueff

146

Mark Bland

86

Atila Kerestes

48

Duncan Robertson

16

Bernie O’Donnell

16

Ollie Barthelmes

15

Mark Lucey

15

Andrew Evans

13

David Ross

10

Peter Demeo

10

Graham Levitt

9

Mike Pobjoy

7
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Reuben Lane

6

Richard Grohmann

6

Ian Cohn

3

Phil Henderson

3

Mart Bosman

3

Kenton Ford

3

Steve Bradbury

1

If you are not currently qualified to operate the
winch, why not consider obtaining training and
help share the workload?
There are three annual prizes for the most
active winch drivers awarded at the AGM (just
ask Detlev).

Easter casserole and crumble night
Enjoy the casserole and crumble night at the
Mt Beauty Airfield terminal building on Easter
Saturday night at just $20 per head. Second
helpings guaranteed for hungry pilots.

Classifieds
For sale
SPOT tracker, Generation 2, very good
condition.

Sale price $80
It’s a fundraiser for the club and an opportunity
to socialise, brag and tell fibs about how far,
fast and high you flew, how high your winch
launch was and how many OLC points you
earned for the club to keep ahead of our
friendly rival, Geelong Gliding Club after the
day’s flying.

Contact: Andrew Evans
E: skyfox49@gmail.com
M: 0409 277 328

Instructor & Duty Pilot Roster
Don’t forget to contact the Duty Instructor to
book your training or check flight requirements
prior to the weekend to assist with planning of
instructing resources.
Don’t just turn up on the day expecting to
receive instruction without prior notification. If
you are unable to be Duty Instructor or Duty
Pilot on your rostered day, it is up to you to
arrange a replacement and let Peter Demeo
know who you have swapped with.
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Contact Peter at p.demeo@bigpond.com.au or
0428 264 110.

Duty Instructor contact details

Duty Instructor Roster

Duty Pilot Roster
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And now a word from our sponsors
MT BEAUTY

Don’t forget to nominate MBGC as the
recipient of their donation when you purchase
items from their store.

PETER DEMEO - SECRETARY

Mt Beauty Gliding Club is sponsored by
the Mt Beauty Community Bank
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